Planning Officer
Fareham Borough Council
Civic Offices
Fareham

Mrs Elaine Tower

Dear Sir / Madam
I write with regard to the proposed Welborne site situated to the North of Fareham in
the countryside gap between Funtley and Wickham
I consider this plan unsound and not viable on numerous counts they are as listed
below:1. I found the documents were very difficult to comprehend in some parts the
terminology used, in my mind, were contradictory. I found so many contradictions
surrounding Chapters 3, 4 and 6 that I thought I was reading more than one proposed
site. The maps were unclear to understand and some were of a ‘smudged’ quality not
produced to the high detailed requirement as deserved for such an important
document relating to the proposed site’s consultation.
2. Chapter 3
Para 3.8 The proposed site contains two Gas pipelines of high and intermediate
pressure running diagonally across the site. Health and Safety Standards are detailed
stating that high occupancy facilities are difficult to evacuate and therefore no
development should be within a 195 metre exclusion zone of the gas pipelines.
According to the Welborne Policies map in the appendices it shows that a shopping
complex, car parking and school facilities are very near these pipelines and within the
195 metre exclusion zone. This is totally unviable and unsafe.
Para 3.9 The site contains high voltage overhead power lines traversing North and to
the side of Knowle Road. There is no mention of building height within the Welborne
plan and should these overhead power lines remain they will represent a height and
density constraint ensuring the lines to be safely accessed for repair to avoid any
breach of Health and Safety Standards.
Para 3.10 The high pressure water mains, according to the framework, are to be
diverted. This will cause major upheaval to the surrounding settlements and should
any problem be encountered where will the excess water flow to? As the Welborne
site is on ground sloping upwards away from Funtley and water flows downhill –
Funtley will be the target for flooding. We have had a lot of recent flooding and do
not wish our foundations to be water logged constantly from this site. See also 3.12
and 3.13 Flood zones 2 and 3 identified by the Environment Agency applies.


Para 3.16 Nature Conservation states that “Fareham Common and Blakes
Copse are Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation” and ‘SINCs’ are a
local designation and both of these are within the Welborne site and within the
settlement buffers and will therefore NOT be available for development. Why
then does sub chapter 3.59 state that “It is likely that improvements to the
strategic road network; and in particular to Junction 10 of the M27, will

